
Dr. Chris Healy
HLG 253
482-5476
healy@louisiana.edu

Office Hours
MWF 11:00–1:00

and by appointment

Medieval Studies
(ENGL 505-001)

Fall 2018 MWF 10:00–10:50 a.m. HLG 321

COURSE MATERIALS
Medieval English Literature [ISBN 0881339504]
The Riverside Chaucer [ISBN 0199552096]
“My Compleinte” and Other Poems [ISBN 085989701X]
The Siege of Thebes [ISBN 1580440746]
handouts and online texts

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The 14th century was a rich period of innovation, but many modern scholars have viewed the
15th century as a period of lackluster imitation. This seminar will look at the jewels of the 14th

century and how the authors created new stanza forms, new rhyme schemes, and new metrical
patterns. Then we will turn to later poets to explore how mediocre they may or may not be.

OBJECTIVES
The course can be described in reference to specific objectives:

É Examine Middle English literary works

I have chosen those works that function as cultural artifacts, reflect current critical
interests, or assist in otherwise illuminating our study.

É Familiarize students with the texts

Some of these works are considered masterpieces; others are seldom taught and are all
but ignored. By looking at the texts that are regarded as secondary alongside those in
the forefront of critical acclaim, students can more fairly appraise the value of the
works we read. Further, students will attain a conversance with both the well-known
and obscure, gaining a broader knowledge of the period.



É Ground students in Middle English

Familiarity with Middle English, the forerunner of Modern English, is vital for
students hoping to read other Middle English works or to grasp the history of the
English language.

É Acquaint students with the profession

In a graduate seminar, I have an obligation to usher students from their chosen
avocation into what will soon be their vocation. This initiation revolves around
covering the types of work involved in academe: teaching literature, generating ideas,
presenting papers, and writing articles.

ASSIGNMENTS
15% - Abstracts (3)
15% - Conference Paper
25% - Critical Essay
  5% - Oral Reading

15% - Bibliographical Essay
15% - Syllabus Project
10% - Presentation

All of the assignments just mentioned will be explained more fully elsewhere.

Each of the above grade categories is a part of the course requirements. Therefore, a grade of
“zero” for any of the categories—a failure to meet minimum requirements—will necessitate
failure for the student in the course, not for that particular category alone.

I reserve the right to add, change, or delete assignments, which can result in a change to
percentage values.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Students are expected to keep up with the readings, which denotes having read the material
scheduled for discussion at each class meeting. The length of readings will vary, but shorter
readings can frequently represent more difficult material. Students should simply follow the
schedule to keep current, unless/until they are informed of a change.

All cellular telephones and pagers should be turned off before class to avoid disturbance.
Students needing to  communicate with the outside world should unobtrusively leave for the
day, forfeiting credit for attendance.

When attempting to communicate with me outside of class, students must include the course
in the subject line of any e-mail sent to me, and they must also provide their names in the
body of their messages and be clear about their questions/concerns, for I will not respond to
anonymous or vague e-mail messages.

I urge students to visit the course Web site
(http://www.ucs.louisiana.edu/~cah2547/medstudmain.html)—which has not only this
current information, but also links to related supplemental pages—and to see the Boodle site

http://www.ucs.louisiana.edu/~cah2547/helmain.htm


for this course, where I will distribute any handouts and where students can discuss topics in
forums.

I also suggest that students join an academic discussion list focused on the Middle Ages, one
that suits each individual’s interests (but MEDTEXTL is a good starting point). These lists
are a valuable insight into what contemporary scholars discuss. See the chart of Medieval and
Renaissance Academic Discussion Groups
(http://www.lsu.edu/faculty/maribel/websites.htm). Be advised, however, that some of the
lists are quite active, so expect frequent bursts of e-mail.

DISABILITY ACCOMMODATION POLICY
Students needing academic accommodations for a disability must first be registered with the
Office of Disability Services (ODS) to verify the disability and to establish eligibility for
accommodations. Students may call 337-482-5252 or visit the ODS office in the Conference
Center, room 126. Once registered, students should then schedule an appointment with the
professor to make appropriate arrangements.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
• University Police are the first responders for all emergencies on campus. Dial 911 or 482-

6447 to report any emergency.
• The Emergency Information Floor Plan is posted in the hallways for every building. This

document includes evacuation routes and other important information. Please familiarize
yourself with this document. Students who might need assistance should identify
themselves to the teaching faculty.

• In the event that the building fire alarm is sounded, please exit the building immediately
and notify University Police. Do not use the building elevator—look for the illuminated
Exit Signs to direct you to safety.

• During times of emergency, information may be available on the University’s Emergency
Hotline: 482-2222. This number is printed on the back of your ID card.

• The university utilizes a text message service to notify its students and employees of
campus wide emergencies. To subscribe to this service, log on to
http://www.ul.mobilecampus.com.

• If you have a disability, special needs, or a medical condition that might render you
incapacitated during class, please make this known to your instructor as soon as possible,
including any emergency contact information for your next of kin or similar person.



Tentative Schedule

Date Topic/Reading/Assignment

8/20 Introduction to the course

8/22
General introduction and ME spelling/pronunciation (MEL  1–45)

from The Peterborough Chronicle (Moodle)

8/24 “What Is an Author?”  (Moodle)

8/27 Lyrics: The Lyric (631–32); lyrics

8/29 Lyrics (cont.)

 8/31 Lyrics (cont.)

9/3 Labor Day

9/5 William Langland: - The Vision of William Concerning Piers Plowman

9/7
Piers Plowman (cont.)

Oral Reading due

9/10 Piers Plowman (cont.)

9/12 Piers Plowman (cont.)

9/14 Pearl-Poet: Pearl

9/17 Pearl (cont.)

9/19 Pearl (cont.)

9/21
Pearl (cont.)
Abstract 1 due

9/24 Gawain-Poet: Sir Gawain and the Green Knight 

9/26 SGGK (cont.)

9/28 SGGK (cont.)

10/1 SGGK (cont.)

10/3 SGGK (cont.)

10/5 Fall Holiday

10/8

Geoffrey Chaucer:  Introduction (xv–xxix); Language and Versification (xxix–xiv); “To
Rosemounde” (649); “Truth” (653); “‘The Craft so Long to Lerne’: Chaucer’s Invention
of the Iambic Pentameter” (Moodle)



10/10

“Gentilesse” (654); “Lak of Stedfastnesse” (654); “Complaint of Chaucer to his Purse”
(656); “Chaucers Wordes unto Adam, His Owne Scriveyne” (650); Chaucer Society
Transcriptions of “Gentilesse” (Moodle)

10/12 The Book of the Duchess

10/15 Troilus and Criseyde (Books I & II)

10/17
TC (Books III, IV, & V)

Abstract 2 due

10/19 Canceled

10/22 General Prologue

10/24 GP (cont.)

10/26 The Knight’s Tale

10/28
The Miller’s Prologue & Tale
Bibliographical Essay due

10/31
The Wife of Bath’s Prologue and Tale
The Wedding of Sir Gawain and Dame Ragnell (MEL)

11/2 The Pardoner’s Introduction, Prologue, and Tale

11/5 Thomas Hoccleve: La Male Regle

11/7 The Series

11/9

The Series (cont.)
The Man of Law’s Introduction, Prologue, Tale, and Epilogue (RC)
John Gower: Confessio Amantis, Tale of Canace and Machaire; Book III, lines
143-359 (Moodle)  
“Autobiographical Poetry in the Middle Ages: The Case of Thomas Hoccleve”
(Moodle)

11/12 John Lydate: The Siege of Thebes

11/14 The Siege of Thebes (cont.)

11/16
TBA
Abstract 3 due

11/19 TBA

11/21
TBA
Syllabus Project due

11/23 Thanksgiving Holiday



11/26 Mock Conference

11/28 Mock Conference

11/30 Mock Conference

12/9 Critical Essay due


